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We are EHR SAS a company with 34 years of 
experience, providing the market with efficient 
and effective tools, respecting national and 
international standards and environmental 
impact.

Our Business lines:

1.  Design and installation in prevention, active 
and passive fire protection, human safety.

2.  Design and installation in hydrosanitary, steam 
and gas networks.

Our company

Comercial

Universities & schools

Recreation

Industrial 
fryers

Industrial

Solution to the needs of sectors such as:

Offices

Hotels

Hospitals

Residential
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EHR SAS
Civil Engineers

EIN. 800.026.914-1

MEMBER: N F P A 2139496

ASSOCIATES OF:  APROCOF - ANRACI

MANAGER: ING  EDGAR HERNANDO ROMERO GIRALDO

SUB MANAGER: ING  MARTHA ELIZABETH CASTRO BOHORQUEZ

Ing  Edgar H  Romero G 
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Objectives

 ♦ Keep up to date on developments that 
appear in the international market, 
new regulations and new technologies 
that can improve systems  Complying 
with chapters J and K of fire protection 
regulation NSR10.

 ♦ Continuous improvements of our services 
and products.
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Mission
Safe and innovative installations just in time.

Vision
In 2027 EHR SAS Will be the # 1 option in 
our client´s decision making, based on the 
seriousness of our company, with an average 
annual growth of 10% and a 8% profitability.

Values
 ♦ Punctuality

 ♦ Honesty

 ♦ Respect

 ♦ Commitment

 ♦ Teamwork
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Prevention, active and passive 
fire protection, human safety

Services Services

Services

Design

 Active
protection

Passive 
protection

Hydrosanitary and gas
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Services

Design
Adapting to the needs of our clients, we seek 

to implement solutions for prevention and 
protection against fire, Human safety, hydro 

sanitary and gases, using state of the art 
methodologies such as:8

9
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1

2

3

Sewage wáter

Compressed 
air

Reusable wáter

Rain wáter

Prevention, active and passive 
fire protection, human safety

Hydrosanitary and gas Gases

Active 
protection

GasesDrinking 
wáter

Human 
security

Passive 
protection

Tools

Design 
programs

Naviswork

Calculation 
programs
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Fire protection
Servicies 

Fire can occur for multiple reasons anywhere 
and anytime, when least expected. Having an 
adequate protection system today is essential 
in any type of construction. Not doing so, can 
cause a collapse in the case of metal structures 
in less tan 25 minutes.

Fire protection is the definition and 
implementation of various strategies to prevent 
fires from occurring or if they occur, reduce their 
consequences.

Most common causes of fire

Cause N° 1 Cause N°2

Cause N°4 Cause n°3

Dead 
short

Pyrotechnics 
in closed 
spaces

Gas leaksImprudence:
Candles, cigarettes, 
falmmable 
substances

 If there are no fire 
protection systems,  
a metal structure can 
collapse in just 25 minutes. 
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Active protection

They are detection, warning and signaling systems and fire extinction, they 
can be seen with naked eye in a public place.

A smoke detector is a sensitive system, that detects the presence of 
combustion particles dispersed in the air, the smoke detectors used by fire 
alarms serve to give advance notice that fire may be starting.

Fire Detection

 Smoke Detectors

Indicator 
light

 Photoelectric

Ionization

Chamber Led

Micro
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Firefighting

This device can be electromechanical, 
electronic, acoustic, bell or horn device warns 
people in a building of a possible fire to 
evacuate.

Automatic sprinkler system

This system is made up of sprinklers that are activated when a certain 
temperature is reached. By releasing the water, the fire can be extinguished 
in its early stages preventing it´s spread.

The distribution of the sprinklers is according to the Surface and type of risk 
to be protected. In the event of an area fire, the sprinkler Will activate only 
in that area. When the fire is out, the open sprinklers are replaced with new 
ones and the system is ready to go back into operation.

The automatic sprinkler system is an appropriate method for protecting 
spaces high fire load density. To guarantee the proper functioning of the 
system, it is necessary that the design and execution obey planning.

Alarms

Bell type

Fire

Alarm Alarm

Pull down
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Extinguishers

It is an autonomous device, designed as a 
cylinder that can be moved by a single person 
and that using a drive mechanism under gas 

pressure or mechanical pressure, launches an 
extinguishing agent towards the base of the fire 

to extinguish it.

Water mist systems

This system Works mainly like a sprinkler system, except that the 
extinguishing nozzles are open and Discharge a large amount of water in 
the event of a fire. It is used for buildings protection, specific objects with 
sensitivity to heat or easily flammable. Also, where there is a risk of fire and 
its fast expansion.

Water mist nozzle
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Fire hose cabinets

It is an equipment to control fire, it is installed 
on the wall and connected to the water supply 
network, it includes a metal reel, hose, valve, 
nozzle lance, fire extinguishers and an axe.

Types of cabinets: 

- Type 1 
- Type 2  

Valve

Nozzle

Lance

Hose

AxeExtinguisher
- Type 3 
-  Fire hose valve 

connection.
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Dry agents

The main use of PQS dry chemical 
powder extinguishers is to 
extinguish fires caused by liquid 
fuels, another property of dry 
chemical powder is that they are 
not conductors of electricity, so they 
are also recommended for use in 
electrical fires.

 These extinguishing systems 
for kitchen extractor hoods are 
designed and manufactured in 
accordance with the NFPA 17A 
standards and can be installed in 
all types of kitchens, whether they 
are, professional, commercial or 
collective.

The automatic extinguishing system 
ensures the protection of the kitchen 
without the need of a person to 
activate the system.

Clean agents

It is a non-conductive fire extinguishing agent 
of electricity that does not leave residues after 
evaporation. They are characterized by being 

colorless, odorless and tasteless. These systems 
are mainly used in data processing centers, 

vaults, electronic equipment, areas where 
equipment are very sensitive and irreplaceable 

and telecommunications rooms. An advantage of 
using clean agents is the low impact they have on 

the environment after its use, it does not require 
cleaning and it does not affect the operation of the 

place where it has been used.Kitchen protection and extractor hoods
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Passive protection

They are those materials used in the 
construction of buildings, although, they are 
not visible to the naked eye, they provide 
the building with protection and structural 
resistance against fire, preventing its collapse 
and preventing the spread of fire to other places 
within the building or nearby building. Different 
international regulations require the protection 
of structures in industrial establishment.

There are different methods to achieve passive 
protection of structures, depending on the 
objective to be protected:

1 Structure protection

2 Penetration sealing

3 Compartment
Isoltation

Allows people 
evacuation

Promote fire 
extinction

This is the mission of passive protection

Prevent the 
occurrence of 
a fire

Allow 
firefighters 
Access

Protect other 
construction 
elements

Thermally 
insulated 
wall

Fahrenheit Celsius

Prevents its 
spreads

Fire resistance

minutes
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False ceilings

Dry-type construction element (drywall) with fire resistance.

Fire doors and evacuations routes

These doors are made of resistant materials such as metal, wood or glass, 
these doors prevent the spread of fire through a system that isolates the fire 
and allows a fast evacuation of the place.

Fire doors are classified by their resistance to fire (FR). This is determined by 
the resistance time at medium temperature in the thermal insulation tests, 
they are classified in:

 ♦ FR - 20 MINUTES

 ♦ FR - 1 HOUR

 ♦ FR - 1.5 HOURS

 ♦ FR - 2 HOURS

 ♦ FR - 3 HOURS

We comply with national and international 
standards.

 ♦ NFPA

 ♦ NSR 10

 ♦ UL standards

 ♦ UNE standards
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Intumescent Paint

when the Paint comes into contact with fire 
it swells and chars, forming a fire-resistant 
insulating barrier that protects the structure.

Intumescent bags

Pillow based fire resistant sealing system, consisting of a highly thermally 
stable vermiculite fire retardant filling in combination with intumescent 
material, perfectly packed with fire retardant fabric.

 Intumescent collars
Plastic (pvc) pipe passage sealing system through 
compartmentalized elements in fire sectors (walls and 
floors). It is made up of a continuous band which is 
cut to size for the pipe to be protected and fixed with 
its own system.
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Fire seals

Fire seals are another of the passive protection 
methods, dedicated to confine fire, preventing 
the spread of smoke, heat, toxic gas and flames 
to other sections of a building. They are made of 
intumescent materials that expand with the heat by 
preventing the passage of smoke, heat, toxic gases 
and flames.

Pillars and beams protection

Sandwich type exterior walls are hung in front 
of the façade as if they were curtains, and 

are installed on the interior walls and floors. 
Elements that are usually at floor height are 
successively coupled, connected and sealed 

together to prevent wind and humidity

Intumescent collars

INSTALADOR FIRESTOP 
ACREDITADO

Bogotá,
Diciembre 2020

Hilti Colombia 
certifica que la empresa:

Atendió y aprobó el programa 
de acreditación de instaladores 
de productos de protección 
pasiva de Hilti.

EHR S.A.
Nit: 800026914-1

Carlos Porras
Fire Protection Specialist 

Certificado valido 
por dos años desde 
la fecha de firma
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Being governed by the regulations of the design 
and construction parameters, we offer solutions 
associated with models and clarified methods 
within the regulations of the Colombian 
plumbing code NTC 1500 that seek to get 
the most out of each material according to its 
planning and projection.

It should be noted that each local aqueduct 
public entity has regulations that must be taken 
into account when designing and carrying out 
the hydrosanitary project.

At the gas level, the GAS NATURAL 
FENOSA, company has emphasized the 
professionalization of its facilities and gas 
designs. Its review and control parameters have 
optimized the processes of these networks, 
creating departments with up-to-date support 
material that helps all professionals to broaden 
their knowledge.

Services

Hydrosanitary and gas
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Customers
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Projects

Supermarkets and shopping centers

Centro Comercial Jardín Plaza - Cali

C. Comercial Buenavista – Montería

Centro Comercial Santa Ana – Bogotá

C. C. Caribe Plaza – Cartagena C. Comercial Mall Plaza – Cartagena

Homecenter -  Santa Marta

C. C. Premier El Limonar – Cali

Mall plaza - Barranquilla Plaza Central - Bogotá
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Institutional

Universidad Católica de Colombia

Colsubsidio Piscilago 
- Atracciones Tornado

Centro Empresarial y Recreativo | El Cubo

Colsubsidio Clínica Roma - Bogotá Muelle Norte - Aeropuerto el Dorado

Universidad de Los Andes|Mario Laserna
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Buildings

Atlántica Torre Empresarial 
- Barranquilla

Centro Empresarial Buenavista - 
Barranquilla Edificio Vizion - Villavicencio

Edificio Banco de Bogotá Edificio Avianca Edificio Hyatt Edificio Hyatt Edificio B. de Bogotá - Barranquilla
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Projects in execution
Supply and installation of fire seals
Caribbean Hotel - Hilton 
Santa Marta

Supply and installation of fire protection 
system
Alkosto North Zone
Cali

Supply and installation of fire protection 
system, detection and supervision system
Bodega PQSA La Cayena
Barranquilla

Supply and installation of fire seals
Alegra shopping center
Barranquilla

Supply and installation of fire, hydrosanitary, 
gas and condensed water network
Mall Plaza NQS
Bogotá 

Supply and installation of fire protection 
system hydrosanitary network and siphonic 
system
Block modules 1 – 2 
Connecta business complex
Bogotá

Supply and installation of fire protection 
system and fire seals
Hotel Marriot
Barranquilla

Supply and installation of fire detection
Buenavista Montería 
Shopping center
Montería
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Suppliers
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Members of the following associations:

   We have been sponsors of the international master´s program in fire 
engineering, developed within the framework of the Erasmus program, through 
the cooperation of seven universities in Europe, Australia, the United Kingdom 
and the United States.



Bogotá - Colombia
Calle. 98A No  71A-83

Phones: (57 +601) 6132164 / 6133089 
Cell phone: (+57) 318 215 15 63 / 316 295 21 52

www ehr com co

Follow us on:

Info@ehr com co
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